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d a nce
Dance &
Juggling Scarves
Small - 60cm x 60cm

Large - 180cm x 135cm

Set of 6

Set of 6

IT023671 £7.08

IT040953 £17.08

These sets of six bright chiffon dance scarves
are perfect for any dance lesson to give
maximum visual effect. Excellent for extending
range of motion and developing motor skills.
Slow moving and easy to grasp and visually
track, making them suitable for all ages.
Supplied as a set of 6, one of each colour:
red, yellow, blue, green, orange and purple.
Available in two sizes: Small; Large.

Dance Flags
IT040943 £25.25
Set of 6

These large bright flags will give
visual impact to dance and rhythm
activities. Each flag is 60cm square
attached to a 120cm flexible pole.
The flags will create a “whipping”
sound when they are moved quickly
through the air. Supplied as a set
of 6, one of each colour: red, blue,
green, orange, purple and yellow.

Dance Rings
IT040979 £19.16
Set of 6

This set of six clear plastic rings that are
attached with six lengths of colourful
ribbons (red, orange, yellow, green,
blue and purple) will add visual effect
during dance routines. They are the
perfect addition to dance and music
activities. Sold as a pack of 6.

Rhythm Wands
IT019736 £9.58
Set of 6

The brightly coloured rhythm
wand has two 90cm ribbons
attached by a swivel at the
end of the handle to add
visual impact. Ideal for dance/
movement activities and
promoting artistic expression.
Supplied as a set of 6, one of
each colour: red, yellow, blue,
green, orange and purple.

Cheerleader
Pom Poms
IT040942 £12.29
Set of 6

Children can express
themselves in dance
and movement
activities by using
these bright and
vibrant metallic pom
poms. Suitable for
individual use or as a
synchronised group
to perform dance
routines. Supplied as
a set of 6, one of each
colour in metallic:
red, blue, green,
orange, purple
and yellow.
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Dance
Hoops

Sound
Rhythm Wands

76cm Diameter

IT033765 £21.63

IT041081 £32.46
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Set of 6

Set of 12
63cm Diameter

IT041082 £29.58
Set of 12

Hoop dance is fun and a great way
for children to show self expression.
Helps develop spacial awareness
whilst helping improve balance,
hand-eye co-ordination, flexibility,
dexterity and agility through group
participation. Also encourages
children to explore play and
movement within the hoop. Sold as
a set of 12, two of each colour: red,
blue, green, orange, purple and
yellow. Available in 2 sizes.

Tap Sticks

These brightly coloured rhythm wands have
six 60cm ribbons in PLAYM8™ colours at the
end of the handle to add visual impact. Ideal
for dance/movement activities and promoting
artistic expression. The wands are filled with
beads which allows integrated sound into
wand activities, making them even more
fun while providing sound for the visually
impaired. Supplied as a set of six, one of
each colour: red, yellow, blue, green,
orange and purple.

Jingle Bracelets
Wrist

Ankle

IT040962 £11.25

Set of 6

Set of 6

Set of 6

These fun colourful bracelets that can be held or
attached to the wrist or ankle by a Velcro fastener will
add sound by using movement in the arms or legs
whilst performing dance. Pack of 6, colours may vary.
Wrist Jingle Bracelets – 4 bells;
Ankle Jingle Bracelets – 5 bells.

Tap sticks teach children artistic
perception of rhythm in music and
how to move their bodies and
tap their sticks to the rhythm of a
particular song whilst performing
co-ordinated body actions. Sold as 6
pairs in PLAYM8™ colours: red, blue,
orange, purple, yellow and green.

IT041049 £19.58

IT041050 £19.58

Dance Pack
IT040980 £121.25
Each

This dance pack contains a selection of
equipment that will allow children to create
visual performances along with sound.
Pack contents:
6 x PLAYM8™ Cheerleader Pom Poms
6 x PLAYM8™ Large Dance Scarves
6 x PLAYM8™ Dance Flags
6 x PLAYM8™ Rhythm Wands
6 x PLAYM8™ Sound Rhythm Wands
6 x PLAYM8™ Jingle Wrist Bracelets
6 x PLAYM8™ Jingle Ankle Bracelets
6 x PLAYM8™ Tap sticks (Pairs)
1 x PLAYM8™ Holdall
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